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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Retail Service Clerk is responsible for Assisting in all merchandise being accurately inventoried 
once a month and ensures that proper inventory control is maintained. Operating point-of-sale 
terminal for gift shop transactions. Maintaining a thorough working knowledge of retail products, 
where gift shop merchandise is stored, and assists in retrieving merchandise from outside storage 
if necessary.

SKILLS

Merchandise, Shopping Assistant.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Retail Service Clerk
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2009 
 Contacted Customers and bank personnel to exchange, solicit or provide information as 

needed.
 Completed research requests from branches, departments, Customers, third-party vendors 

and/or other financial institutions according to departmental guidelines.
 Provided more complex training to staff.
 Assisted gift shop patrons with purchases by promoting and recommending specific gift items.

Effectively cross sells &amp; up sells merchandise.
 Replenished gift shop display shelves and racks. Accurately tags and puts away merchandise 

received.
 Helped maintain the cleanliness and organized look of the retail sales floor.
 Provided excellent guest service &amp; responds to guest complaints and/or inquiries 

promptly and courteously.

Retail Service Clerk
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2004 
 Held accountable for the thoroughness and accuracy of departmental records under his/her 

control, including the filling out and completion of comps and transfers of merchandise.
 Provide customer service and facilitate special orders, maintain an orderly and well stocked 

sales floor, and assist customers on sales floor.
 Performed functions to assist guests with purchases and ring up sales.
 Conducted physical inventory.
 Customer service, replenishment,cashier Accomplishments I have trained me employees and i

brought my knowledge and shared it with them.
 Fashion Ridge Rd.
 Customer Service Inventory Store projects Floor modeling Keeping environment clean Training

-Left due to moving.

EDUCATION

MS
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